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Abstract
The automotive industry relies on modern automobile systems, which are complex distributed embedded systems. These 
systems consist of numerous electronic control units, sensors, and actuators, all interconnected through multiple in-vehicle 
networks. However, the integration of these diverse components can introduce subtle errors that may be exploited by mali-
cious individuals, leading to severe consequences. To address this, we employ our developed digital twin platform that 
facilitates the exploration of automotive functional safety and cyber security. Within this environment, we implement safety 
and security scenarios that allow for interaction with various electronic control units, as well as the simulation of sensory 
inputs and actuation outputs. By analyzing several vehicular use case interactions, we address critical safety and security 
concerns through this digital twin and facilitate a comprehensive exploration solution. We also establish the foundation for 
security policies and countermeasures that can be freely explored within the digital twin environment.
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1 Introduction

The ongoing digital transformation has brought about sig-
nificant changes in embedded systems, particularly with the 
emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) and advancements 
in artificial intelligence [1]. While these developments have 
introduced pervasive connectivity, they have also exposed 
us to increased risks of electronic failures and cyberattacks. 
To ensure our well-being, it is imperative to develop tech-
nologies that systematically explore the safety and security 
aspects of critical cyber-physical systems.

Automotive systems are quintessential cyber-physical 
systems that exemplify the critical need for robust safety 
and security measures. Modern automobiles are equipped 
with numerous electronic control units (ECUs), sensors, 
actuators, substantial software, and in-vehicle networks. 
These systems also possess interfaces for external com-
munication. The integration of these components creates 

opportunities for compromising safety and security, poten-
tially leading to catastrophic accidents. One major concern 
is the introduction of connectivity to components that were 
not originally designed with it in mind. For instance, ECUs 
were initially intended to receive commands from internal 
components and share information within the same CAN 
bus without authentication or validation; however, con-
nectivity exposes them to exploitation by hackers. Simi-
larly, sensors and actuators, which contribute to peripheral 
activities for ECU performance, are susceptible to failures 
or adversarial compromises.

In this paper, we develop a platform, ViSE (for “Vehic-
ular Safety and Security Exploration”), for exploring the 
safety and security aspects of automotive systems. ViSE is a 
digital twin infrastructure designed to investigate component 
failures and security compromises. It enables the exploration 
of interaction among various vehicular components while 
abstracting the low-level implementation details of ECUs, 
sensors, actuators, etc. We demonstrate ViSE in representa-
tive platform-level use cases.

A previous paper [2] developed an initial vision for 
the safety and security of automotive systems through the 
systematic design of virtual prototyping solutions. This 
framework has been applied successfully to explore vari-
ous automotive use cases. However, its scope was limited 
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to functionality exploration and optimization opportunities 
and lacked computational processes necessary for safety and 
security exploration. ViSE overcomes these deficiencies and 
enables comprehensive simulation of various safety and 
security scenarios. We are not aware of any other platform 
that enables such exploration.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 discusses the background and relevant research 
in this area. Section 3 presents the system-level digital twin 
architecture of our platform. In Section 4, we discuss the use of 
ViSE for two illustrative vehicular use cases. We demonstrate 
our digital twin approach for functional safety and security 
compromise exploration in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. In 
Section 7, we discuss the exploration of countermeasures for 
safety and security. We conclude in Section 8.

2  Background and Related Work

2.1  Digital Twin

The concept of a digital twin (DT) has gained widespread pop-
ularity in the development of advanced cyber-physical systems, 
smart systems, and applications infused with IoT technology 
[3]. Initially, conceptualized by Grieves as the underlying 
paradigm for product lifecycle management [4], digital twins 
distinguish themselves from virtual platforms by focusing on 
the physical behavior of entities rather than abstracting soft-
ware layers. It is defined as computer-based models or virtual 
prototypes that replicate, emulate, or mirror the existence of 
a physical entity, extending beyond mere simulations or vir-
tual representations [5, 6]. By combining physical and virtual 
assets through the Internet of Things, digital twins provide 
numerous benefits such as simulation, prediction, and monitor-
ing. As a result, various industries including manufacturing, 
connected and autonomous vehicles, healthcare, energy, and 
city planning are experiencing a revolutionary transformation 
through the adoption of DT technologies [7].

To achieve comprehensive improvement in every aspect of 
IoT systems, DTs can be constructed from physical entities that 
provide feedback based on simulation results. This approach 
facilitates IoT application development, encompassing explo-
ration, optimization, and security aspects. As a widely adopted 
virtual prototyping technology, DT serves as a bridge between 
physical and virtual components, supporting object and process 
twinning [8]. Digital twinning of objects involves creating vir-
tual counterparts with real-time automated monitoring, seam-
lessly integrating them into automatic cyber-physical systems. 
On the other hand, the digital twinning of a process entails 
virtualizing the entire CPS subsystem. This all-encompassing 
approach unlocks immense potential for enhancing IoT systems 
and driving efficiency and innovation in various industries.

2.2  Related Work

The utilization of digital twins in the IoT-based cyber- 
physical industry is an emerging technology. While research  
groups have extensively explored the domain of functional 
safety and cyber security, the application of digital twins 
in this context is relatively new. Almeaibed et al. [9] pro-
posed to establish a universal framework for vehicular digital 
twins, aiming to streamline the processes of data collec-
tion, data processing, and analytics. In order to showcase 
the efficiency of this proposed approach, a case study was 
conducted on a vehicle follower model that involved manip-
ulating radar sensor measurements to induce a collision. An 
IoT system also employed the concept of a digital-twin-
driven safety environment to create virtual representations 
of vehicle status transitions for platform health monitoring 
[10]. Damjanovic-Behrendt [11] presented a digital twin 
demonstrator as a means to design and implement privacy 
enhancement mechanisms. This approach is utilized to iden-
tify privacy issues and mitigate potential breaches and asso-
ciated risks faced by smart car drivers through connected 
infotainment applications and services. Shadrin et al. [12] 
analyzed regulatory documents pertaining to operational and 
safety assessments to explore the applicability of digital twin 
technology in monitoring the safety of highly automated 
vehicles. They prescribed procedures to create digital twins 
of highly automated vehicles presented with field and virtual 
tests. Safar et al. [13] proposed the integration of a virtual 
platform with the V-model of automotive software develop-
ment, enabling streamlined verification and validation at the 
SoC, ECU, and system levels.

For domain-specific needs, several automotive simu-
lators and security exploration platforms have emerged. 
SUMO [14] serves as an open-source miniature traf-
fic simulation platform, while CARLA [15] provides a 
comprehensive framework for the development, training, 
and validation of autonomous driving systems. Another 
tool Metropolis [16] primarily focused on design space 
exploration of automotive platforms, emphasizing soft-
ware distribution, architecture, and network configuration. 
In situations where real vehicles are unavailable for exper-
imentation, Yang et al. [17] developed a digital twin proto-
type, enabling multi-vehicle experiments to be conducted 
virtually. For hands-on security exploration, AutoHaL 
[18] has proven to be an effective platform, specifically 
designed to investigate ranging sensor attacks. Scalas and 
Giacinto [19] proposed a systematic approach to consider 
crucial cybersecurity factors during the development of 
modern automobiles, aiming to consolidate knowledge 
and enhance security measures in the field. Additionally, 
Owoputi et al. [20] used an immersive virtual environment 
to investigate safety vulnerabilities in automotive systems 
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to address cyberattack concerns. Through the use of vir-
tual reality (VR) technologies, their approach makes it 
possible for non-experts to perform hands-on exploration 
of security attacks while learning the implications of these 
attacks in a comprehensive environment.

There are some closely depicted research works from 
the avionics industry. Fraser et al. [21] investigated the 
vulnerability of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) to mod-
ern cyber threats, proposing solutions through digital twin 
architectures and data-driven methods for real-time intru-
sion detection. It validates these concepts using machine 
learning models on UAV flight data, demonstrating the 
effectiveness of DTs in identifying cyber intrusions and 
anomalies in UAV systems. Another study [22] introduces 
spatial DTs and a convolutional neural network (CNN) 
algorithm to enhance the airspace structure and safety 
of UAV systems, demonstrating improved safety perfor-
mance and network longevity through advanced clustering 
algorithms and optimal node management. The findings 
suggest that the UAV DTs system can significantly boost 
safety during flight, offering valuable insights for future 
UAV applications.

ViSE is inspired by—and a substantial extension of—a 
previous platform developed by Kabir and Ray [2] and Kabir 
et al. [23]. That platform enabled the exploration of automo-
tive functionality and hardware/software/sensor interactions 
for system-level use cases. However, the design, scope, and 
objectives of ViSE are very different from previous work. In 
particular, while Kabir et al. primarily focused on explora-
tion and optimization, ViSE, unlike tools like Metropolis, 
adopts a more comprehensive approach by establishing a 
reconfigurable digital twin framework that enables the tar-
geting of system-level coordination and communication for 
exploring safety and security aspects.

3  Digital Twin Architecture

The ViSE digital twin platform provides the means to 
explore, optimize, and evaluate a range of security objec-
tives, with system-level coordination playing a vital role 
in multiple use cases. While it is possible to abstract the 
details of vehicular components (beyond the necessary com-
prehension for the given use cases), vehicular communica-
tions, in particular, are integrated into the platform. In this 
discussion, we will provide a brief overview (see Fig. 1) 
of our digital twin component models and the significance 
of the simulation, which plays a pivotal role in visualizing 
the capabilities of ViSE to encompass functional safety and 
security considerations.

3.1  Component Models

In automotive systems, the typical configuration includes 
sensors, actuators, and ECUs interconnected through an in-
vehicle communication network (such as direct electrical 
signals or CAN). To simulate and evaluate use cases and 
security scenarios, we virtualize all these components within 
our simulated environment.

3.1.1  ECU

When it comes to ECUs, ViSE takes a different approach 
compared to conventional simulation platforms. Instead of 
requiring a complete software model of the ECU, it utilizes 
the computational capabilities of an actual ECU. It simulates 
relevant functionality for the use cases by receiving inputs 
from appropriate sensors or other simulation blocks.

Fig. 1  ViSE digital twin platform architecture involving. The initial interface (left). Platform environment with three representative use cases 
(center): antilock braking system, traction control system, and right turn. Corresponding hardware integration options and outputs (right)
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3.1.2  Sensors and Actuators

The platform enables the seamless integration with either 
physical sensors or software processes to generate computa-
tionally generated data that accurately simulates the behavior 
of automotive subsystem sensors (e.g., wheel speed sensor, 
acceleration pedal position sensor, pressure sensor). Simi-
lar to sensors, actuators are also represented by software 
processes and primarily serve as outputs from ECUs for 
actuation activities (e.g., throttle, hydraulic modulator, assist 
motor). When necessary, the actuator generates GUI blocks 
that serve as the final output.1

3.1.3  SSE Processes

Apart from the usual structural components discussed 
above for the platform’s initial construction, we employed 
SSE (safety and security exploration) processes that are 
capable of taking part in the simulation of various critical 
safety and security scenarios. These processes have dis-
tinct characteristics, e.g., having direct connections with 
the user interface, from where the users can tweak param-
eters to establish component failures, ASIL evaluation, 
and adversarial attack simulations. Multiple processes 
are tied to the platform simulation window incorporat-
ing various safety and security-related characteristics for 
simulation. To date, we have successfully implemented 
simulations of both partial and full component failures (to 
address safety), as well as frame falsification, DoS attacks, 
and frame injection (to address security). Future develop-
ment includes the incorporation of a broader spectrum of 
sophisticated adversarial attacks.

Remark 1 (Exploration Note) Our goal is to provide a 
platform for early exploration of safety and security sce-
narios to enable users to draw insightful conclusions. The 
focus is not to assess the severity of the security or safety 
compromises, but rather to explore scenarios and corner 
cases that have been developed based on certain assess-
ments. Therefore, we do not consider the joint analysis of 
safety and security properties, as our focus is on examining 
individual scenarios separately at the system level. Our 
platform serves as a collaborative space for engineers and 
security architects to discuss, refine, and potentially antici-
pate safety and security challenges.

3.2  Network Simulator

Communication and coordination are integral parts of any 
digital twin to perform rapidly within the real-time paradigm 
for accurate exploration. We provide an in-vehicle commu-
nication system that allows two types of communication: 

1. Electrical signal (without ECU involvement or CAN)
2. CAN communication (among ECUs)

We have integrated a versatile and adaptable communica-
tion simulator into our system, known as the “CAN simula-
tor”, which accurately replicates the functionalities of an 
actual automotive CAN bus. To facilitate the interaction 
between various ECUs, the simulator employs transmis-
sion control protocol (TCP) sockets, utilizing socket pro-
gramming based on a standard client-server model. A byte 
array message is generated to represent the CAN frame for 
seamless transmission and reception of data over the socket. 
This model is implemented using the Python-CAN pack-
age. The CAN frame encompasses essential information 
such as the arbitration ID, extended ID, data length, and 
actual data. The simulator determines which ECU should 
receive data based on the arbitration ID in each CAN frame, 
with each ID assigned to a port number that corresponds to 
a specific ECU. It adeptly handles incoming messages via 
sockets, routing them to the correct ECU. Furthermore, it is 
capable of handling simultaneous messages from multiple 
ECUs across various use cases using a queuing mechanism, 
showcasing its robust multitasking capabilities. The CAN 
simulator is designed to promptly notify the user in case of 
any network disruptions. For security exploration, the CAN 
simulator has various access points for adversarial activities 
to take place as well.

3.3  User Interface

The platform offers a user interface to initiate targeted 
simulation. The simulation window offers a wide range of 
options for selecting sensors, ECUs, and actuators to build 
any desired use case. It enables multiple graphical user inter-
faces (GUI) to execute actuation actions of pressing and 
final simulation outputs for thorough analysis and evalua-
tion. In terms of safety and security, the user will be able to 
navigate within the interface to “tweak” certain parameters 
and observe various safety and security scenarios.

3.4  Hardware Integration

For a seamless exploration of functionalities using real soft-
ware, we offer the option to implement all use cases with 
Raspberry Pi models corresponding to the respective ECUs 
or an operable pi-car representing all the components. For 

1 The goal of our digital twin platform is to offer users a real-time 
comprehension of the interplay between different components and 
subsystems through automotive use cases. This is achieved by repre-
senting all vehicular components as continuously operational compu-
tation blocks. For example, in the ABS use case, the brake pedal posi-
tion sensor consistently transmits brake input data to the ABS ECU.
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any use case, individual computational blocks for sensors, 
actuators, and the CAN bus are implemented separately in 
one device, while the ECUs are realized through RPIs. Each 
device is assigned an IP address to facilitate integration, 
resulting in the development of an embedded system with 
enhanced computational capabilities. Leveraging the ability 
of RPIs to integrate with actual physical hardware, ViSE 
provides an interface for seamless integration with physical 
sensors, rather than solely relying on computational pro-
cesses. Certain security countermeasures can also take place 
based on hardware integration (e.g., dedicated hardware).

4  Use Cases

To demonstrate the safety and security scenarios effectively, 
it is crucial to construct representative use cases that allow 
us to thoroughly examine functional safety and cybersecu-
rity instances. These use cases serve as valuable tools for 
addressing potential risks and vulnerabilities in our systems. 
By carefully designing and analyzing these scenarios, we 
can enhance the overall safety and security of our solutions, 
ensuring robust protection against potential threats and haz-
ards. The representative use cases discussed here are “right 
turn” and “cruise control”.

4.1  Right Turn

The electric power steering (EPS) system plays a vital role 
in enabling smooth steering control for vehicles. Specifi-
cally, during a right turn, when the driver rotates the steering 
wheel to the right, the EPS system provides assistance to 
ensure effortless maneuvering. This functionality is widely 
standardized [24]. To simulate this use case, our platform 
incorporates various essential components, including the 
EPS ECU, ABS ECU, gateway ECU, angle sensor, torque 
sensor, assist motor, and load motor. Each of these compo-
nents acts as an indigenous process and communicates via 
byte array messages using sockets (as depicted in Table 1). 
The communication among the components is facilitated by 
unique arbitration IDs (e.g., 1 and 4) and port numbers (e.g., 
5004, 7400). The core functionality of this use case, as well 
as the corresponding system on our platform, is illustrated in 
Fig. 2a and b, respectively. On the action, the system oper-
ates as follows:

• To simulate the driver initiating a right turn, the EPS 
ECU continuously receives data from the torque sen-
sor and angle sensor. For the purpose of simulation, 
we assume a steering torque of 3 Nm and consider 
various steering wheel angles, including 0, 90, 180, 
270, and 360◦.

• In addition, the EPS ECU receives wheel speed data as 
a CAN message from the ABS ECU (via arbitration ID 
4). This information is necessary for the calculation of 
assist torque.

• Based on the combined sensory data, the EPS ECU com-
putes the required assist torque. For example, if the load 
torque required is 20 Nm (which varies with different speed 
values), the assist torque would be (20 − 3) = 17 Nm.

• Subsequently, the EPS ECU transmits the assist torque 
value to the assist motor and the load torque value to the 
load motor as commands for their respective actuators.

Table 1  Right turn use case byte array messages

Components Data

ABS Simulated values from [0] to [70] (CAN)
Angle sensor [0, 90, 180, 270, 360]
Torque sensor [0] or [3]
EPS (output-1) Calculated value between [0] and [17]
EPS (output-2) Calculated value between [0] and [20]
EPS (for gateway) Output-1 and output-2 values (CAN)

Fig. 2  Right turn (from EPS) use case a functionality flow diagram and b primary system design
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• Furthermore, the EPS ECU sends a CAN frame back to 
the CAN simulator, with an arbitration ID of 1, indicating 
the gateway ECU. The gateway ECU is responsible for for-
warding packets to other ECUs and the instrument cluster.

Note that the functionality of the use cases has currently 
been implemented up to the gateway in order to focus on 
the system-level activities and driver assistance operations; 
the instrument cluster (e.g., notifications in the heads-up 
display) is not implemented.

4.2  Cruise Control

The cruise control system, a crucial feature in modern vehi-
cles, consists of multiple ECUs and parallel activities. To 
ensure a user-friendly experience, the cruise control func-
tionality is designed to be as straightforward as possible, 
with minimal interactions required for simulation [25, 26]. 
In order to simulate this use case, our platform interface 
provides the representations of the engine control module 
(ECM), body control module (BCM), gateway ECUs, accel-
eration pedal position sensor, brake pedal position sensor, 
wheel speed sensor, cruise ON/OFF switch, cruise accelera-
tion/deceleration buttons, and throttle. Once the cruise con-
trol is activated, the user can increase, decrease, or maintain 
the vehicle speed using the appropriate controls on the GUI. 
The communication among the components is facilitated by 
unique arbitration IDs (e.g., 1 and 3) and port numbers (e.g., 
6011, 7400). The core functionality of this use case, as well 
as the corresponding system on our platform, is illustrated in 
Fig. 3a and b, respectively. On the action, the system oper-
ates as follows:

• The cruise function gets activated, i.e., the use case is 
initiated by the user from the cruise ON/OFF switch.

• The BCM ECU receives the sensory inputs from the 
brake pedal position sensor, cruise ON/OFF switch, and 
cruise acceleration/deceleration buttons.

• The ECM ECU seamlessly processes inputs from the 
acceleration pedal position sensor and receives a com-
prehensive array of sensory data transmitted by the BCM 
ECU as a CAN message (via arbitration ID 3).

• As the primary use case ECU, the ECM then processes 
these inputs, to compute the desired speed and direction 
for the vehicle and sends the final output to throttle for 
actuation.

• Subsequently, the ECM sends the current status of the 
cruise control system as a CAN message to the gate-
way (via arbitration ID 1). Finally, the gateway assumes 
the responsibility of routing the packets to other ECUs 
and the instrument cluster. The dashboard visuals are 
depicted as GUI output from the gateway itself.

• Since the cruise control system operates continuously, a 
feedback mechanism is implemented to provide informa-
tion back to the control system with real-time updates 
on the cruise control status and the current speed of the 
vehicle.2 This entire sequence of receiving inputs, com-
puting the speed, and sending the cruise status occurs 
within one cycle.

5  Functional Safety Exploration

5.1  Safety Exploration Features

The introduction of functional safety standards aimed to 
address the risks associated with failures in automotive 
systems. These standards encompass various aspects, e.g., 
electronic component failure rates, failure classifications, 
hardware failure modes, ASIL determination, and safety 

Fig. 3  Cruise control use case a functionality flow diagram and b primary system design

2 With the feedback loop established, subsequent cycles run based on 
the initial feedback values. This enables the system to continuously 
update the user interface with the most recent information regarding 
the cruise control status and the current speed of the vehicle. We are 
portraying the first cycle only in our discussion here.
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requirements. which help comprehend the impact and sever-
ity of these failures. Despite these measures, there is a lack 
of exploration platforms specifically designed for investigat-
ing system-level failures within a digital twin environment. 
To bridge this gap, ViSE offers the following safety features:

• The platform deploys SSE processes (discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.3) for safety-related scenario exploration from 
the user interface. It offers the capability to seamlessly 
swap active components, deploy blank or partially oper-
ating processes, and explore different use cases.

• By integrating hardware such as real sensors and utiliz-
ing small-scale computers like Raspberry Pi, we can also 
enable real-time failure explorations within the virtual 
environment with less sophistication.

• We address the challenge of ASIL determination by lev-
eraging our innovative digital twin approach that offers 
the potential to revolutionize ASIL by bridging the gap 
between assumptions and practicality. As the exist-
ing automotive components already have ASIL levels 
assigned, we show how to explore those and check ASIL 
compatibility, so that the same method can be used for 
new systems.

• Several instances of the safety scenario deploy necessary 
and additional GUIs for the user to comprehend that sce-
nario in detail. The GUIs allow the user to further modify 
parameters for customized safety scenario explorations.

5.2  Case Studies

We introduce an approach (summarized in Fig. 4) where the 
digital twin technology can contribute to explore component 
failures and their impact on overall system safety, enabling 
them to make informed decisions and further enhance auto-
motive functional safety. Additionally, we also show the 
platform can be useful in the more practical determination 

of ASIL levels. We discuss our approach with ViSE by tak-
ing the right turn use case as an illustrative example for  
these case studies.

5.2.1  Component Failure

Automotive component failures can have serious conse-
quences, leading to potential accidents, breakdowns, and 
even fatalities. Several key components in a vehicle play 
crucial roles in ensuring its safe and efficient operation. We 
have introduced the ability to dynamically modify any com-
ponents, such as ECUs, sensors, or actuators, in a configur-
able manner, enabling us to examine the performance of 
corresponding use cases under critical component failures 
with various failure modes. Figure 5a illustrates a scenario 
where the load motor actuator either completely fails or 
loses electrical connection with the electronic power steer-
ing (EPS) ECU. Consequently, we simulate the use case by 
connecting port number 5044 to a blank process, resulting 
in an error indicating that the wheels are not turning with 
adequate movement due to the absence of applied torque.

In a real-life situation, this failure scenario would hinder 
the driver from successfully making a right turn, as there 
would be either zero or minimal wheel movement (assum-
ing a minimal amount of steering torque provided by the 
driver). Similarly, a malfunctioning ECU would lead to a 
severe safety-critical issue, causing significant dysfunction 
in the ECU’s computations.

5.2.2  ASIL Determination

ASIL plays a critical role in the early stages of the develop-
ment process. It is determined by the hazard analysis and 
risk assessment (HARA) [27] and relies on a combina-
tion of factors, including the probability of exposure (E), 
controllability (C) by a driver, and severity (S) of potential 

Fig. 4  Proposed digital twin approach for automotive safety and security
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injuries [28]. The ASIL classification encompasses four lev-
els: ASIL A, B, C, and D, which differ based on subjective 
assumptions, containing conjectures, human emotions, and 
cognitive interpretations. In Fig. 5a, the load motor and the 
EPS ECU are identified as failed components. Since EPS is 
assigned an ASIL level “D”, we will evaluate this determina-
tion using ViSE. We understand the following:

• The failure of the EPS ECU could lead to incorrect 
wheel speed sensor (from ABS), torque sensor, and 
angle sensor values.

• The right turn computations will not take place. Subse-
quently, the assist motor and load motor will not receive 
updated data resulting in critical use case dysfunction.

• From Fig. 5b, we understand that this is a life-threatening 
situation with severity level S3. The EPS ECU failure rep-
resents the most difficult aspect of controllability level 
C3—as it constitutes a critical failure of the primary ECU.

• The only component our platform will not help identify 
is exposure. Providing this info (E4) from an external 
source, we ultimately get ASIL D.

Therefore, a user can use the platform to understand the 
practical implications of different scenarios that can assist 
in determining the ASIL level much more objectively. How-
ever, it is important to note that to achieve accurate results, 
we require the information of exposure (E) as our platform 
does not assist in determining it.

6  Security Compromise Exploration

6.1  Security Vulnerabilities

The integration of autonomous features in modern auto-
mobiles holds tremendous potential for enhancing safety 

by minimizing human errors. However, this advancement 
comes with an inherent vulnerability to cyberattacks. 
Unfortunately, public awareness regarding the security 
of vehicular systems remains remarkably low despite its 
critical importance. In adversarial attacks, the initial phase 
primarily focuses on infiltrating the in-vehicle network, 
typically achieved by exploiting the onboard diagnostics 
(OBD) or wireless interfaces [29]. However, alternative 
entry points have also been explored in various studies, 
such as leveraging a modified WMA audio file [30] or a 
USB-connected smartphone [31]. Regardless of the chosen 
entry point, the primary objective remains the same: gain-
ing access to the CAN bus and subsequently infiltrating 
the CAN frame, ultimately leading to the disruption of 
critical functions performed by automotive ECUs. These 
vulnerabilities underscore the urgent need for robust secu-
rity measures in autonomous vehicles to effectively miti-
gate potential cyber threats.

6.2  Security Exploration Features

We discussed various existing security exploration plat-
forms and simulators in Section 2. However, the concept 
of security from a digital twin perspective, especially at 
a system level, is relatively new, which prompted us to 
adopt and explore this approach in the first place. In order 
to explore adversarial attacks, ViSE offers the following 
security features:

• The platform deploys SSE processes (discussed in Sec-
tion 3.1.3) for security-related scenario exploration from the 
user interface. It helps to simulate the behavior and effects of 
several adversarial attacks with different use cases.

• The ViSE CAN simulator has various access points and 
functionalities that enable users to visualize and effectively 

Fig. 5  Safety exploration in right turn use case with ViSE 
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respond to adversarial attacks. It provides the option to 
modify CAN messages through the user interface, allow-
ing for simulations, e.g., frame falsification to occur.

• To enhance the capabilities of the CAN simulator, we 
have integrated arbitration IDs and priority schemes, ena-
bling queuing mechanisms to simulate denial-of-service 
(DoS) attacks [32].

• Several instances of the security scenario deploy neces-
sary and additional GUIs for the user to comprehend 
that scenario in detail. The GUIs allow the user to fur-
ther modify parameters for additional security compro-
mise explorations.

6.3  Case Studies

We aim to demonstrate the practicality of our digital twin 
approach (summarized in Fig. 4) for security exploration 
through case studies on frame falsification and DoS attacks. 
We discuss our approach with ViSE by taking the cruise 
control use case as an illustrative example.

6.3.1  Frame Falsification

Attackers can now plan their attack and send fake frames 
over the CAN bus since they are aware of the majority of 
valid CAN frames [33]. The false information in these fake 
frames has the potential to fool corresponding real ECUs. 
For instance, the adversary could falsify data from the BCM 
ECU, affecting the cruise control use case. In Section 4.2, 
we emphasized the significance of sensory data for accu-
rate cruise control computation in ECM. Let us assume the 
adversary successfully alters the CAN messages sent from 
the BCM to the ECM ECU, providing false information 
about cruise ON/OFF status, acceleration/deceleration, and 
brake pedal position. Consequently, the ECM’s calculations 
will yield incorrect values for cruise control initiation or 
disruption. In real-life situations, this can lead to multiple 

safety-critical problems for the driver: (1) the cruise con-
trol may not engage at all, resulting in a false sense of car 
control, (2) the car may run at an incorrect speed, leading 
to potential loss of control and serious accidents, or (3) the 
brakes may not function, causing critical accidents. Our 
platform offers real-time simulation (Fig. 6) to explore and 
address such scenarios.

6.3.2  DoS Attack

The automotive system usually employs queuing 
mechanisms to prioritize ECU messages for transmission. 
However, this introduces a potential vulnerability, as high-
priority frames can lead to the delay or denial of lower-
priority messages, making the system susceptible to DoS 
attacks. Let us consider a scenario (see Fig. 6) where an 
adversary launches a DoS attack by flooding the CAN 
simulator with high-priority messages originating solely 
from the ECM ECU (via port 5003). Consequently, the CAN 
simulator fails to receive any updates from the BCM ECU, 
resulting in a lack of crucial sensory data. This situation 
parallels the safety-critical scenarios discussed earlier in 
the context of frame falsification, where incorrect data 
could lead to hazardous consequences. By addressing and 
exploring such vulnerabilities through our platform, we 
can better safeguard the system against potential risks and 
enhance overall security.

Remark 2 (Communication Note) Within this framework, 
our focus has primarily been on CAN communication, rep-
resented through a simplified CAN frame that includes only 
the essential features from a CAN library to facilitate easier 
simulation. Other forms of communication have not yet been 
considered. Therefore, scenarios involving penetration tests, 
intrusion prevention systems (IPS), local interconnect net-
work (LIN) bus security, etc. are areas we have not explored 
but plan to address in our future work.

Fig. 6  Security exploration in 
cruise control use case with 
ViSE 
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7  Countermeasures

The automotive industry actively tackles security chal-
lenges by incorporating state-of-the-art security principles 
into automotive design. Protection levels must align with the 
specific threats within different functional domains, applica-
tions, and vehicle components. For instance, the EPS ECU’s 
protection level depends on various factors, e.g., the com-
ponents involved in right turns, the attack surface, critical 
functions, and the asset being protected. Components with 
external connectivity—i.e., the infotainment system or the 
gateway—require higher levels of protection compared to, 
e.g., the BCM ECU. To address this issue, the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE) introduced the cybersecurity 
guidebook for electronic vehicle systems (SAE J3061) [34]. 
Additionally, the 2018 edition of ISO 26262 recognizes 
cybersecurity as a vital aspect of functional safety, highlight-
ing the need to establish a correlation between functional 
safety and cybersecurity [35].

To showcase the effectiveness of our virtual envi-
ronment, we explored several safety and security coun-
termeasures, demonstrating its capability to apply core 
security principles [36]. It is important to note that ViSE 
primarily serves as an infrastructure for basic failure 
analysis, rather than a resiliency solution. It does not 
autonomously implement countermeasures; instead, it 
supports users in developing and applying their own solu-
tions, empowering them to enhance the security and safety 
of automotive systems proactively. Our countermeasure 
approach for safety and security (see Fig. 7) is initiated 
and divided between the computational blocks (i.e., use 
case components) and the platform network simulator (i.e., 
CAN and electrical signal). Some major security counter-
measures [19] that prevent access and reduce impact can 
be exercised in the platform as follows:

• Dedicated hardware: To address the scarcity of com-
puting power in ECUs and meet real-time constraints, 

integrating hardware platforms specifically designed for 
security functions becomes imperative. In this regard, our 
platform offers hardware integration options (discussed 
in Section 3.4) to cater to these requirements effectively.

• Access control: To implement secure access control, 
we employ TCP port numbers as part of our framework. 
These ports facilitate reliable and controlled communica-
tion between ECUs, ensuring only authorized and neces-
sary interactions take place, thus enhancing the overall 
security and robustness of the system.

• Authentication: We employ the usage of arbitration IDs 
to implement authentication since various ECUs com-
municate with the CAN simulator at the same time. This 
countermeasure is inspired by the work of Mundhenk 
et al. [37].

• Isolation: To thwart potential attacks that could damage 
the entire network, we implement measures to isolate 
subsystems of one or multiple use cases through the gate-
way ECU and CAN simulator.

To further enhance our safety and security measures, we 
implemented several additional steps, detailed below:

• Safety notification: Our platform architecture includes 
a feature that enables the CAN simulator and ECU pro-
cesses to promptly alert users in the event of specific 
component failures. This proactive notification system 
ensures that potential issues are detected at their earliest 
stage, allowing for timely intervention and preventing 
more significant problems from arising.

• Congestion detection scheme: Congestion in a CAN bus 
refers to the state where the bus is heavily loaded with 
messages, leading to potential delays in message trans-
mission. This can happen due to a high volume of legiti-
mate traffic or due to malicious activities. For instance, 
the frame falsification attack involves maliciously alter-
ing or injecting false messages into the CAN bus to dis-
rupt the normal communication flow. We meticulously 

Fig. 7  Countermeasures with 
ViSE 
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monitor the congestion levels across various use cases in 
operation and rigorously track any shifts in congestion 
patterns following an attack (see Fig. 8).

8  Conclusion

As automotive systems become increasingly complex, 
exploring and validating system-level functional safety and 
security scenarios during the early stages of automotive sys-
tem design is becoming of vital importance. In this paper, 
we developed a platform, ViSE, that allows exploration 
based on real-life attack occurrences and failure modes. We 
illustrated the effectiveness of the platform with two repre-
sentative system-level use cases: right turn and cruise con-
trol. Additionally, we established the foundation for security 
policies and countermeasures that can be freely explored 
within the virtual environment.

In future work, we will expand ViSE to provide an exe-
cutable prototyping model that is fully compliant with all 
aspects of the ISO 26262 standard. We also plan to develop 
new security use cases involving the interaction of hard-
ware, sensor, and software modules that target autonomous 
functionalities in emergent vehicles. In particular, many 
emergent cyberattacks in autonomous vehicles involve the 
interaction of computer vision modules, artificial intelli-
gence, and V2X communications, which will be interesting 
to comprehend and explore in ViSE.
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